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Yup, it' still the title card that dominates the screen but that singularly simple bullet scene that opens Gangs is a pretty powerful encapsulation of how modern Hindi cinema has moved on. Yup, its still the title card that dominates the screen but
thats the only reason that this endearingly jovial and relentlessly garish chiller remains as charming as it does. Now thats a good movie that can also be executed and has references for individual professions. The showstopping firework display up
there is good, but its one that directors dont seem to want to repeat; apparently, they make up for that by not using the title card even once after the shootout. The widescreen-format editions of this gritty, no-frills criminal romance are quite spare

and exquisite, with their crisp look and airbrushed textures recalling the crispness of Bombay in the 1970s. Yup, its still the title card that dominates the screen but that singularly simple bullet scene that opens Gangs is a pretty powerful
encapsulation of how modern Hindi cinema has moved on. Yup, its still the title card that dominates the screen but thats the only reason that this endearingly jovial and relentlessly garish chiller remains as charming as it does. All of which sounds

eminently reasonable, although we suspect it is a half-hearted grumble as we do have the odd jaggery of appreciation. After all, our article about Gangs wont be published until July, so you shouldnt expect to hear more on this subject just yet. When
we do eventually venture into Gangs, however, we find that it marks a marked improvement on its predecessor. The first set of problems with Gangs are its slow pace, its camera work, and its general inability to successfully conjure a mood. In a key
scene, we are shown a mind-bending violation of canon, but when the camera attempts to emulate the mind-bending reality of the act by tilting its head in strange ways, its unconvincing. The image flattens into a toothless line, just as quickly as the

truth which is being represented (although this isnt a problem in Gangs since the characters dont make sense).
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The movies narrative is pretty much a free-for-all, with a handful of characters facing off against each other, as the city descends into a violent standoff. (Beware of spoilers.) GK s first attack on the rival gang leaders is a shoddy affair, with the rat-like Definite delivering a brutal smackdown to his
older sibling Kaalia, only for his legs to be shot off and his face to be blown off. GK manages to escape the blasted zone and remains alive, while Kaalia is buried under concrete. Definite now comes to a series of dramatic, nihilistic conclusions, and comes to feel increasingly out of place in his new

family of gangsters. The first movie offered a vision of the city in which corrupt politicians and filmi stars were an integral part of the urban landscape. Once again, the demons of the city are forced into an uneasy symbiosis with the lower-caste peddlers of the flatter villages. When GKs world in the
second film is stripped bare, it is as if the dream that the mafia men would establish themselves in the towns and villages has been realized. The lower castes have replaced the middle classes, and the suburbs are the most impoverished neighbourhoods. Its as if the city in its younger, sunnier,
gangster state is finally abandoning all pretense of civility. In our main character, Nasir, Kashyap has two major influences. One is the novelist Vikram Seth, who wrote the excellent English-language sequel to Gangs of Wasseypur, The Legend of the Poddar Brothers. The other is the noir director
Guy Ritchie: like Nasir, Ritchie had plenty of talent to throw away, but seemed indifferent to the overall shape of his projects (he never achieved the same critical or commercial acclaim as Guy Pearce or Jude Law, despite two small-scale critical hits. Might this drive have been responsible for his

disastrous wildcat, essentially straight-to-video, remake of Snatch, released in 2000? Its probably also relevant that, although Seth passed away in 2006, Kashyap is in the middle of writing another book, and Nasir provides a kind of anti-Seth hero. Like the Poddar Brothers, Nasir is an
unsympathetic figure; his morality is severely warped (he explains to us that he ran away to kill a man once because he had grown fond of the victim); and his viciousness is not mitigated by being the accidental victim of action carried out by a calculating and equally nasty ally or enemy.
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